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ANCIENT GREECE? 
 
Luisa Lotero Pérez - Carlotte (3°A) 
 
Once upon, no, no, no. I`d better not start like that, so hello, my name is Louless and I 

am the princess of Greece, can you believe it ? 

I have two brothers ZEUS and PREELOS. Preelos is the oldest of us, he is the bravest 

man in the entire country and, Zeus is the medium boy but he is different, he is a GOD. 

It´s just that he doesn´t want to, so, he plays with me all the time. As they are bigger than 

me, that makes me smallest of all, but that’s not all, my dad SKIRT, is the strongest of all, 

he is 40 years young. Preelos is 20 and Zeus is 16, but I am 10, that´s the only thing I 

don’t like about me but that´s not important. What´s important is what I am going to tell 

you now, something that you won’t forget. 

Skirt, Preelos and Zeus where in their lucky UNDERHOODLOOK and I was hidden on a 

tree. Skirt had his bow and arrows, and I was just a baby, what could I do? And all of a 

sudden he was pointing at me, then he grabbed me in his arms and he showed me to 

them. They said “we can´t leave her here, take her home”. So they started walking in the 

dark, dirty forest searching for the way out. Hours passed slowly, and then finally we 

got out. I saw something original, the biggest castle that you could imagine. 

It had 24 kitchens, 60 bedrooms, 82 doors and 97 windows at each side of the castle. 

Finally we got in, and they gave me clothes. “They are beautiful,” I thought (because 

obviously I could not talk, I was one year old when it happened). 

They took me to the RACINGLASE and I sat on a chair waiting. BOOOMMM!!!!!! I 

heard, and a horse came from a trapdoor, then Skirt said, “the one who goes faster, wins 

this girl.” Preelos lifted me up and everyone screamed loud and clear “we want that girl!” I 



sat down again and everyone, even Skirt, started running in the RACINGLASE. Skirt was 

running until he finally won. He was screaming and shouting how good he was. 

Skirt went with us to the palace and just then we were surrounded by people, it was a party 

but, I don´t like parties because that´s how I got lost in the first place; but I had to stay 

until Skirt said something special but I didn´t know what it was so he started to talk. He 

said, “This night is very special. Today I am going to give this girl a name, her name is 

going to be Louless. 

This is a very special ceremony”. Then he went down and whispered to me “You can go 

out now.” I ran outside to the sea. 

I was looking east because it was like a mirror and I could see my reflection in the ocean 

and I heard beautiful sounds from birds and crickets. I was distracted and then Preelos 

called me, I remembered that he said “Louless, come on, it is dark and dangerous to be 

next to the enchanted sea, come here!” When I turned around, I fell in the water. 

I was scared because the water took me to the deep blue sea, but I could still breathe. I 

played with starfish and seahorses for two days. Meanwhile Zeus was in the clouds 

because he is a god and he can fly. He was playing with birds and other gods. A week 

passed and Zeus came down from the sky and the water returned me to land. We both 

went to the castle and we met Preelos and Skirt again in my bedroom, and we all said at 

the same time “the family is together again”. 

Imagine I am 1963 years old and I can still remember that, can you believe it? 
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